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 Previous presentation discussed a variety of 
NPSS modeling basics.

 Many system simulations can exist entirely 
within the modeling environment.

 May come a time when you want to perform 
calculations external to the scope of the 
modeling environment.

 Zooming



 Increase the level of fidelity of individual 
components through the use of external codes 
or software.

 0-D.  The engine cycle level (Empirical data based. No 
geometry).

 1-D.  Meanline design, with the ability to move from 
hub to tip in a component.

 2-D.  Circumferentially-averaged radial distributions 
of properties.

 3-D.  Computational Fluid Dynamics (Physics based.  
Full geometry).



 Your model is ready for the next level of 
design or analysis.

 Calling (“zooming” to) another code or 
software package is done to:
 Increase the fidelity of individual components in 

your model.

 Allow you to run an existing code from NPSS that 
you cannot or do not want to translate into NPSS 
code.



Zooming

• Increasing levels of turbomachine design/analysis.



Zooming
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 NPSS calls (“zooms to”) the external code as necessary.

 The method for interfacing with the external code is a case-by-case basis 
depending on several factors:
 Language of the external code.
 Number of values to pass back and forth.
 Access to external program’s source code?

 API (Application Programming Interface) Methods include:
 Execute the external code from NPSS and pass information back and forth using input and 

output files.
 Link the external code into an NPSS function.
 COTS (Commercial off the shelf) interface such as Model Center®.
 Direct memory overlay (e.g. certain NPSS and FORTRAN variables share the same location in 

memory).
 Use a standardized API to allow the codes to talk directly to each other.

▪ NPSS is SAE ARP 4868 compliant.

 NPSS can also be called by some external application.
 NPSS model is the called (“zoomed to”) routine that increases some other model’s fidelity.
 NPSS has been called by other applications such as Simulink®, Model Center®, and Excel.

▪ Ex. Simulink model calls NPSS for detailed engine performance calculations.

 Beyond the scope of this presentation.



 Code for which you do not have the source
 OR you have the source but it will not compile.
 CMPSTK – NASA Compressor meanline stage-stacking code.
 Written in FORTRAN.

 Code for which you have source
 AND compiles successfully into an executable.
 TDE – Turbine Design Envelopes code (MTC, Halliwell and Strack).
 Written in FORTRAN.

 Excel Workbook
 Performs a set of calculations we wish to utilize in our NPSS model.

 Code for which you have source
 AND compiles successfully into an object library.
 ACOD – NASA Axial Compressor off-design code.



 NASA research, axial-flow compressor off-design code.
 Meanline, stage-stacking method.
 Authored by Steinke (NASA), 1982
 “A Computer Code for Predicting Multistage Axial-Flow 

Compressor Performance by a Meanline Stage-Stacking 
Method,” NASA-TP-2020, 1982.

 Programmed in FORTRAN.
 Inputs include:
 Compressor design inlet conditions, number of stages, hub and 

tip diameters, stage design pressure ratios and efficiencies, 
rotational speed, inlet blade angle, and solidity for each row.

 Outputs include:
 Compressor off-design performance
 Compressor maps



 Exists as standalone code – executable file.

 How can we use CMPSKT to improve the an 
NPSS model off-design point?
 Use CMPSKT to determine the compressor off-design 

pressure ratio and efficiency.
 Do not have the source code, or it will not 

compile

Input File CMPSTK.exe Output File



 Assume that we do not have access to the CMPSTK source code or 
that it will not compile successfully – must work with the 
executable as-is.

 Executing CMPSTK as an external code:
 Need to get around having the user manually enter the input and 

output file names when CMPSTK runs.
 Can automate the user input process using a simple Visual Basic script 

(.vbs file):

 Write an NPSS function that uses OutFileStream to create the 
CMPSTK.INP input file based on the user input arguments and model 
values.

 Write an NPSS function that uses InFileStream to read in the resulting 
off-design parameter from the CMPSTK.OUT output file.

 Execute the CMPSTK code via the Visual Basic script NPSS using the 
system(“ “) function.



Calling CMPSTK Code

VB Script

Output File

CMPSTK

Input File



The VB script

Dim oShell

set oShell= Wscript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")

oShell.Sendkeys "CMPSTK_W.EXE~“ 

WScript.Sleep 500

oShell.Sendkeys "CMPSTK.INP~“

WScript.Sleep

oShell.Sendkeys “CMPSTK.OUT~“ 

Wscript.Quit

Run the code

Input File Name

Ouput File Name

... Call VB script from NPSS: system(“runCMPSTK.vbs”)



 Axial-flow turbine design envelope code.
 Authored by Halliwell and Strack (for NASA by Modern 

Technologies Corporation), 1997.
 Programmed in FORTRAN.
 Inputs include:
 Turbine flow inlet conditions, overall work requirement, number of 

stages, number of blades and vanes, stage work split, stage loading 
coefficient, discharge coefficients, and minimal geometric input.

 Outputs include:
 Turbine overall efficiency and pressure ratio, performance parameters 

for each stage, radial distributions of flow characteristics, velocities, 
Mach number, flow angles, static and total conditions from tip to hub, 
flow parameters for stator leading and trailing edge plans.

 Can generate a design envelope to assist in selecting the 
appropriate design point 



 Exists as standalone code – executable file.

 How can we use TDE to improve the NPSS 
model design point?
 Use TDE to determine the gas turbine design point 

efficiency.
 Have source code and can compile it into an 

executable

Input File TDE.exe Output File



 Assume that we have access to the TDE source code and that we can modify and 
compile it successfully.

 Executing TDE as an external code:

 Modify TDE Fortran code and hardcode the input file name and output file name rather 
than making them user inputs.

 Modify the TDE Fortran code to output a second file with just the turbine efficiency 
(optional).

 Compile the modified Fortran code into an executable.
 Write an NPSS function that uses OutFileStream to create the TDE input file based on 

the user input arguments and model values.
 Write an NPSS function that uses InFileStream to read in the resulting efficiency from 

the TDE output file.
 Execute the TDE code from NPSS using the system(“ “) function.

▪ This function is just like issuing a command line statement.
▪ Ex.    createTDEinputFile(5000, 2000, 70, 40); // power, temperature, pressure, flow rate

system(“TDE.exe”);  // execute the TDE program

eff TDE= readTDEeffFile(); // read the TDE output file and set turbine efficiency to this value



Calling the TDE Code

TDE Output File TDE Input File

TDE



Modify TDE Source Code

infile = 'TDEinput.txt'

open (unit=8, file=infile, status='old', err=2)

... 

outfile = 'TDEoutput.txt'

open (9, file=outfile, status='unknown')

...

open (unit=10, file='TDEeff.out', status='unknown')

write (10, 1000) etatto(nstages)

1000  Format (f7.4)

Hardcode 
Output 
File Name

Additional
Output 
File

Hardcode 
Input File 
Name

... Recompile TDE into an executable



Creating TDE Input File
OutFileStream theFileOut;

theFileOut.open("TDEinput.txt");

theFileOut

<< "&input title='Turbine Description', debug=f, debug_iterations=f," << endl

<< "nstages=4, verbose=t, envelope=0, !vcr=f," << endl

<< "psi1=1.20, psi2=1.1, ansq1=17.49, ansq2=15.," << endl

<< "Win=" << Win << ", Ttin=" << Ttin << ", Ptin=" << Ptin << ", far=" << FAR << "," << endl

<< "power=" << power << ", delth = 0.30, 0.27, 0.26, 0.17," << endl

<< "Ain=" << Ain << ", r=4*0.5, xn=" << Nmech << ", xnos=1.05, alphain=0.0," << endl

<< "Nv=66,75,87,110," << endl

<< "bxv=1.0,3*0.7," << endl

<< "Tev=4*0.030, vanegap=4*0.4," << endl

<< "Nb=120,111,100,89," << endl

<< "bxb=4*0.6," << endl

<< "Teb=4*0.030, bladegap=4*0.4," << endl

<< "tcl=4*0.007," << endl

<< "Wc_shroud=0.0, Wc_vane=0.0, Wc_front=0.0," << endl

<< "Wc_rear=0.0, Wc_blade=0.0," << endl

<< "Tc_shroud=1440.626, Tc_vane=1440.626, Tc_front=1440.626," << endl

<< "Tc_rear=976.32, Tc_blade=1440.626," << endl

<< "Cd1=4*0.99, Cd3=4*0.98, Cd4=4*0.99, Cd6=4*0.98, Cd7=4*0.99," << endl

<< "TPv=4*1.0, TPb=4*1.0," << endl

<< "sbm=13.0, 15.0, 15.0, 5.0," << endl

<< "ssm=13.0, 17.0, 17.0, 7.0," << endl

<< "exp=1.0, flattip=0," << endl

<< "limit_Utip=999.," << endl

<< "limit_dbeta=100.," << endl

<< "!limit_MStaEx=0.," << endl

<< "limit_MrRotIn=0.5," << endl

<< "limit_MrRotEx=0.999," << endl

<< "!limit_Mexit=0.6," << endl

<< "limit_CxqUu=1.0," << endl

<< "limit_CxqUl=0.5," << endl

<< "limit_eff=0.88," << endl

<< "!limit_ans=20.," << endl

<< "/" << endl;

theFileOut.close();

Inputs From Model

Fixed Inputs

Input File Name

Fixed Inputs



Reading TDE Output File

InFileStream theFileIn;

theFileIn.open("TDEeff.txt");

real eff;

theFileIn >> eff;

theFileIn.close();

Output File
with just turbine 
efficiency

Read in the 
turbine efficiency
(the file’s only value)

TDEeff.txt

0.9015



 Widely used throughout Industry.
 Exists as standalone file (Excel Workbook).
 Performs a set of calculations that you might not 

prefer to convert into NPSS code.
 How can we use Excel calculations in our NPSS 

model?
 Call Excel from NPSS.
 Pass calculated values to the NPSS model.



 An Excel function can be called via a Visual Basic script.
 Launches Excel, opens specified file, and calls specified Excel function.
 The VB script passes along the input arguments for the function.

 An Excel function written in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is 
required.
 This is the function that is called by the VB script.
 Can do whatever the user wishes .

▪ Pass input arguments along to the workbook, recalculate the workbook, 
retrieve values from the workbook, etc.

 The Excel VBA function generates an output file for storing calculated 
values of interest.

 NPSS can be used to create the VB script and read in the output 
file generated by the VBA function.



Microsoft® Excel Program

VBA Function

VB script

Output File



Excel VB script and VBA Function

VB script
...

Dim xlApp

Dim xlBook

Set xlApp = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 

Set xlBook = xlApp.Workbooks.Open("C:\Documents       
and Settings\HxHRSG.xlsm", 0, True)

xlApp.Run "Func1(35.0,14.7)"

xlApp.Quit

... 

Excel VBA Function
...

Range("B5") = Qdot

Application.Calculate

Dim oFilesys, oFiletxt, oFilename

oFilename = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\" & outFileName

Set oFilesys = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject")

Set oFiletxt = oFilesys.CreateTextFile(oFilename, True)

sPath = oFilesys.GetAbsolutePathName(oFilename)

sFilename = oFilesys.getFileName(sPath)

oFiletxt.WriteLine Range("B6").Value

oFiletxt.Close

...

Open the Excel 
file and call the 
function

Pass input 
argument value 
to the correct 
worksheet cell

Write calculated 
value to the 
output file



 NASA research, axial-flow compressor and fan off-design code.
 Multiple stages, streamline analysis.
 Authored by Schmidt, 1995
 “Off-Design Computer Code for Calculating the Aerodynamic 

Performanc of Axial-Flow Fans and Compressors,” NASA-CR-198362, 
1995.

 Programmed in FORTRAN.
 Inputs include:
 Compressor geometries, number of desired speeds, choke and stall 

regions, number of blade rows, number of streamlines, design flow 
rate, temperature, pressure, and compressor ratio.

 Outputs include:
 Compressor performance map
 Detailed stage performance



 Exists as standalone code – executable file.

 How can we use ACOD to improve the NPSS 
model off-design point?
 Use ACOD to determine the compressor off-design 

pressure ratio, efficiency, and flow.
 Have access to source code and can compile it 

into an object library.

Input File ACOD.exe Output File



 Assume that we have access to the ACOD source code and 
that we can compile it successfully into an object library.

 Executing ACOD as an external code:

 Modify ACOD Fortran code and turn the main program into a 
function.

 ACOD function sets NPSS values directly
▪ If setting NPSS values directly, must pass variables by reference

 Compile the modified Fortran code into an object library.
 Load the object library for use in NPSS using the 

loadCompiledObjects(“”) function.
▪ Ex. loadCompiledObjects(“ACODfnc.dll”);



ACOD Function

ACOD

... Load the ACOD function in NPSS: 
loadCompiledObjects(“ACODfnc.dll”)



 Where in the model should the external code be called?

 Synchronous
 Call the external code every time the element that it represents is executed (every 

model pass).
▪ Ex.  Call turbine design code every time the turbine element is executed in the NPSS 

model.
 Accomplished via component subelement
 Code execution is part of the NPSS model’s convergence process.
 Works well with codes that run quickly (0D, 1D, 2D).

 Asynchronous
 Call the external code only after the NPSS model has reached a converged solution.
 Evaluate the difference between the NPSS model results and the external code results.
 Rerun the NPSS model and external code iteratively until the two solutions converge.

▪ The variable of interest can be a performance parameter, influence coefficient, etc.
 Better for codes that run much slower (3D).

▪ External code is executed fewer times than when run synchronously.



Recall the CCPG Model



Synchronous

External 
Code

Call the external 
code every time the 
turbine is executed.



Asynchronous

External 
Code

External 
Code

• Run the model
• Call the external code
• Run the model
• Call the external code
• Repeat until the results you are 

comparing converge

NPSS Model

NPSS Model



 Zoom to Turbine Design Envelopes code 
(TDE).

 Run the CCPG model with TDE being called 
synchronously and asynchronously.

 Each model has identical starting points.

 Use TDE to calculate gas turbine design 
efficiency.
 Initial guess was 90%

 Final value from TDE was 91.2%



Calling TDE from NPSS - Synchronous

Input File TDE.exe Output File

Pass values to input File Read turbine eff
from output file

TDE Input (from NPSS)
Turbine power
Shaft speed
Flow rate
Temperature
Pressure
Fuel-to-Air ratio

TDE Output (to NPSS)
Design efficiency



Calling TDE from NPSS - Asynchronous

Input File TDE.exe Output File

Pass values to input File

Read turbine eff
from output File

Model Post-
Convergence

Runs model as many 
times as needed.
Resets turbine eff.



 Synchronous
 Model only had to run to convergence once.
 TDE had to be called 27 times.

 Asynchronous
 Model had to run to convergence four times.
 TDE only called four times.
 Shorter overall run time.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Model Runs 1 4

Model Iterations 27 19, 5, 4, 3 (31 total)

TDE Calls 27 4

Total Run Time 3.516 sec 0.672 sec



 Zooming to external codes can enhance your 
existing system simulation.

 NPSS’ open architecture allows external codes to be 
called in a variety of ways.

 Forthcoming GUI will have plug-ins to allow for more 
convenient code interfacing

 Codes can be called synchronously or 
asynchronously.

 Every model is unique, and NPSS is flexible enough 
to accommodate the need for a model to grow and 
fulfill the user’s needs.


